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Abstract: Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) is a persistent problem in perianesthesia 

practice. Approximately 30% of patients receiving anesthesia will experience this complication, 

which can increase patient dissatisfaction, increase costs, and in some patients precipitate other 

postoperative complications. During the last three decades, there has been increasing interest and 

research on best practices to diminish the incidence of this clinical problem, as patient satisfaction 

is linked to PONV guideline use. Some institutions have low incident rates because of consistent 

protocol use, and new medication classifications and multiple complementary therapies have 

been incorporated into daily use. There are several clinically useful guidelines and algorithms 

used to guide primary prevention strategies, as discussed in this review. However, severe PONV 

continues to be refractory to available interventions, and the best hope for elimination of this 

complication may arise from pharmacogenomics.

Keywords: postoperative nausea and vomiting, postanesthesia complications, clinical practice 

guidelines, pharmacology

Introduction
Nausea and vomiting are unpleasant and undesirable responses to illness and disease. 

Nausea and vomiting occurring with surgery produce two very different outcomes: the 

first is a situation that is self-limiting and uncomfortable, and that increases length of 

acute care stay; and the second is a potentially life-threatening set of consequences that 

can become very costly.1–3 Clinically problematic sequelae of postoperative nausea and 

vomiting (PONV) are: airway compromise; wound dehiscence; electrolyte imbalance; 

suture tension; esophageal tears; venous hypertension; surgical site bleeding; and 

increased intracranial pressure.2–4

PONV clinical manifestations are experienced by millions of patients annually 

worldwide, and exponentially increase the healthcare costs associated with surgery.1,5,6 

Studies consistently report that if not treated prophylactically, 30% of surgical patients 

experience both postoperative nausea and vomiting.2,6–8 Patients receiving general 

anesthesia compared with regional anesthesia have an 11-fold increase in PONV.9 

Patients rank both nausea and vomiting as two of the top five most undesirable aspects 

of anesthesia and surgical care, and postoperative vomiting is ranked as the most 

unwanted complication of surgery.6,7,10–12 In one study, a patient survey revealed that 

patients were willing to pay increased out-of-pocket expenses to receive medications 

that would stop PONV.10 The psychological effects and distress associated with PONV 

can produce increased anxiety over future surgical procedures.12,13
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The incidence of PONV has not decreased during the 

last 2 decades. This is confounding. In this time, two new 

categories of antiemetic medications specific to recently 

identified neurochemical trigger sites have been discovered,6 

surgery has evolved to produce more minimally invasive sur-

gical case types and decreased surgical procedure times, and 

anesthesia providers have changed the types of medications 

used in many surgeries in order to use both fewer anesthetic 

gases and more sedative medications with shorter half-lives.5 

Researchers attribute the persistence in PONV incidence to a 

number of variables. One variable is that surgery has trans-

formed to be primarily ambulatory; extensive and open surgi-

cal case types also encourage early mobilization and quicker 

discharge.5,14 Another variable is early home discharge and 

transport by car, as ambulatory surgery centers are sometimes 

located far from the patient’s home. This transport may create 

motion sickness, another variable known to stimulate nausea 

and vomiting. Other recognized experts in this field of study 

state that the persistent rate of 30% of PONV is related to 

the wide genetic variability in metabolism of both anesthesia 

and antiemetic medications.14,15

The operational definition of PONV can vary widely 

between studies. For the purpose of this review, the PONV 

definition used is the one created by the American Society 

of PeriAnesthesia Nurses (ASPAN), which limits PONV 

to nausea and vomiting that occur within 24 hours of the 

surgical procedure.2

Physiological basis of nausea  
and vomiting response
To understand the mechanism of action of many pharmaco-

logical and alternative medicine interventions, a review of the 

neural and biochemical pathways associated with nausea and 

vomiting is required. Nausea and vomiting are two distinctly 

different physiological phenomena. Nausea is a subjective 

feeling and must be self-reported. It is experienced and inter-

preted by the patient and is present when the person reports 

the sensation.3,7 Nausea is closely linked to the olfactory sense 

(cranial nerve I).16–18 Other triggers listed in the literature are 

anxiety, vestibular stimulation, ocular surgery, and hormonal 

changes with birth control medications or pregnancy.13–15 

Nausea is also associated with gastroparesis, adverse effects 

of opioid medications, and pain. Neuroscientists believe that 

nausea is a conscious cortical activity. However, the possible 

neural pathways that elicit nausea have not been identified 

(see Figure 1).16

There are, however, several well-outlined neural path-

ways that can stimulate a vomiting response. The central 

nervous system has two anatomical sites that initiate and 

regulate vomiting. The first is the chemoreceptor trigger 

zone (CTZ). The CTZ is located in the posterior aspect 

of the fourth ventricle floor with sensors in cerebrospinal 

fluid. Chemoreceptor cells are responsive to substances in 

both the blood and cerebrospinal fluid that are identified 

as toxins by this receptor site.13,14 The CTZ is not located 

within the blood–brain barrier. Five examples of CTZ trig-

gers are viral infections, ingestion of chemicals, overeating, 

fear, and gastroparesis. The identified chemicals that have 

receptor sites in the CTZ are dopamine type 2, histamine 

type 1, serotonin type 3, neurokinin type 1, and muscarinic 

cholinergic type 1.16 The CTZ also can be activated by the 

vestibular nerve (cranial nerve VIII) with dizziness, position 

change, motion sickness, and changes in air pressure.19

The second site that initiates and regulates vomiting is the 

medulla oblongata, which has afferent nerve inputs from the 

limbic system, pharyngeal, vagal, and midbrain. The limbic 

center is attributed to being the site at which anticipatory 

vomiting originates. Emotions generated within this region 

of the limbic system, such as anxiety, fear, and dread, can 

activate the medulla.13,14,16 Pharyngeal irritation resulting 

from instrumentation during surgery with endotracheal tubes, 

laryngeal mask airways, suction devices, or nasogastric 

tubes can stimulate the medulla. Vagal activation can occur 

with either intubation or suctioning of the upper and lower 

airway. Gastric distention and contraction can also influx 

vagal input to the medulla. Increased intracranial pressure 

is a well-known trigger of the medulla and is believed to 

originate from midbrain stimulation.5,6

Vomiting has three phases in each cycle. Pre-ejection is 

started by the vagus nerve. This vagal stimulation increases 

salivation and causes bradycardia, the patient is diaphoretic, 

and there are alterations in the stomach tone. Some patients 

also experience dizziness and blurred vision resulting from 

diminished cardiac output because of parasympathetic 

activation. Ejection is initiated by diaphragmatic contrac-

tion and the opening of the gastric esophageal sphincter, 

followed by reflux of the gastrointestinal contents into the 

esophagus and reverse peristalsis, which ejects the contents 

from the mouth. The post-ejection phase is characterized by 

a subjective sensation of relief. This phase is also sometimes 

associated with a diminished sensation of nausea.3,5,19

Patient-specific identified  
risk factors
Nausea and vomiting rates differ among populations and sur-

gical case types. This variability is attributed to the concept 
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of threshold and risk factors.6,7 When two similar patients are 

exposed to similar noxious anesthesia stimuli, each patient 

will not exhibit the same PONV rate. This individual varia-

tion is described as a genetic set point or threshold for PONV. 

Risk factors can either be patient-specific or operative- and 

anesthesia-specific.12

Patient-specific risk factors
Apfel et al12 published a systematic review of the literature 

specific to the statistical likelihood that a risk factor will 

independently predict PONV. The strongest patient risk factor 

predictors were female gender, followed by history of PONV 

or motion sickness, being a nonsmoker, and a younger age. 

Females need a smaller stimulus for vomiting to occur and 

vomit two to three times more frequently than males of the 

same age.12 The origin of this risk factor is believed to be an 

endocrine mechanism. However, a robust randomized control 

trial of more than 5,000 patients found no significant statistical 

difference in PONV in women who were menstruating and 

those who were menopausal.20 Apfel et al write that the aspect 

of being female that contributes to PONV is unknown.12,20 

Patient self-reporting of motion sickness or prior PONV is 

an indicator that there is a lower threshold for vomiting, as 

supported by a genome-wide associate study. In this study, the 

researchers found that intractable PONV ran in families.21 In 

addition, this study confirmed an association between a single 

nucleotide polymorphism and PONV susceptibility.

Anticipatory nausea and vomiting have a strong docu-

mented incidence as a learned response in patients receiving 

chemotherapy. It is unknown whether this response also 

occurs with PONV. If the patient has a belief or a genetically 

lower threshold for vomiting, this in many ways becomes a 

self-fulfilling prophecy.22 Two studies noted that the expec-

tation of vomiting is identified as predictive of vomiting. 

However, the studied population comprised patients receiv-

ing chemotherapy, and it is not known whether the results 

can also be generalized to patients with PONV. High anxiety 

has a strong association with anticipatory vomiting as well.22 

In addition, nonsmokers are at higher risk for postoperative 

nausea and vomiting; this factor has been validated by many 

risk factor studies.2–5,8,12 One hypothesis for why this occurs 

is that nicotine blocks liver enzymes that would increase the 

duration of anesthesia. Apfel et al attribute this characteristic 

of smokers as that “the protective effect of smoking may be 

due to functional changes in neuroreceptors from chronic 

exposure to nicotine, and thus nicotine withdrawal rather 

than nicotine exposure reduces smokers’ susceptibility 

to PONV.”12

There are two different observations about age. In 

children aged 3–16 years, there is an increasing incidence 

of PONV. There are only rare instances of PONV noted in 

children younger than 3 years. In adults, the incidence of 

PONV decreases with age in decades. Speculation about 

this variation revolves around age-related changes within 

the autonomic nervous system.12 Clinicians administering 

anesthesia write that the threshold for vomiting may require 

matured autonomic reflexes, and the effectiveness of these 

reflexes may diminish with age.6,16

Anesthesia and operative  
risk factors
Apfel et al’s systematic review also noted that there are 

three powerful predictive risk factors that are associated 

with the operative and anesthesia process.12 The strongest 

anesthesia-related factors are use of volatile anesthetics, 

intraoperative and postoperative opioid use, and prolonged 

anesthesia time.12,14,20 Volatile anesthetics are often used to 

provide general anesthesia, and the mechanism of action of 

these gases is to decrease the level of arousal by diminishing 

the number and amplitude of action potentials in the central 

nervous system. Volatile gases enter the respiratory tract 

and quickly distribute throughout the body via the pulmo-

nary capillary bed.19 The gases are sensed in the CTZ and 

may trigger the vomiting center. Nitric oxide is especially 

noted in research studies as being associated with a high risk 

for PONV when compared with other anesthetic gases.23 

Theories for the emetogenic nature of nitrous are that the 

mechanism of action of this medication may act on dopamine 

receptors in the brain. In addition, nitrous may also change 

auditory pressures, leading to a vestibular disequilibrium 

known to contribute to vomiting.23

Opioids are usually concurrently administered during 

general anesthesia5 and are part of the general anesthesia 

prescription, an adjunct to prevent sympathetic stimulation 

resulting from pain. Opioids are also the primary drug clas-

sification of choice to treat postoperative pain. They work 

by binding to the mu and kappa receptors of the nervous 

system. These receptors are located in the brain within the 

rostral anterior cingulate cortex, as well as the brainstem. This 

receptor site activation diminishes the sensation of pain in 

the central nervous system. In the peripheral nervous system 

within the gut, mu receptor sites respond to opioid activation 

by decreasing peristalsis and promoting gastric distention. 

The gut receives additional irritation from the opioids that 

causes the enterochromaffin cells to release serotonin, which 

is another trigger, in the CTZ.2,5,24
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Anesthesia time is a risk factor because PONV is dose-

related; the longer the exposure to the anesthesia agents, the 

more likely a dose will accumulate that will cause vomiting 

activation. Sinclair et al24 describe a prevalence increase from 

2.8% in patients whose surgery was less than 30 minutes, up 

to 27.7% in patients with a case time higher than 150 minutes. 

One recommendation from the Enhanced Recovery After Sur-

gery (ERAS) Society is to use total intravenous anesthesia with 

intravenous dexamethasone and ondansetron. Two randomized 

control trials demonstrated a statistically significant reduction 

in PONV when total intravenous anesthesia was used.6

There are several studies that examine the importance of 

operative case type in predicting PONV. However, these stud-

ies are not as robust because of the smaller number of patients 

studied. One case type is neurosurgery patients: A systematic 

review by Neufeld and Newburn-Cook concludes that the 

reported incidence of nausea and vomiting in 13 studies 

of neurosurgery patients supported the use of prophylaxis 

in this operative case type.4 Postoperative vomiting is also 

strongly associated with endonasal transsphenoidal surgery 

for pituitary tumors. This surgical approach affects cerebral 

spinal fluid dynamics, and spinal fluid leaks and intraopera-

tive lumbar drain use are also factors increasing the incidence 

of PONV. PONV is especially problematic in this case type 

because an increase in intracranial pressure (ICP) can trigger 

additional cerebral ischemia.3,5

A retrospective study of orthognathic surgery (corrective 

surgery to the jaw) including 514 patients found a prevalence 

of 40% in these surgical case types.19 The authors of this 

study attribute this higher incidence to the particular post-

operative complications unique to this surgery. Examples of 

these clinical manifestations are lip and tongue numbness, 

orofacial swelling, and swallowing of bloody drainage.19 The 

jaw is often wired until the bones completely heal, which 

also mandates a change in diet texture and type that may 

contribute to increased nausea and vomiting.19

Risk factor assessment tool
Risk factor instruments are often used in the preoperative 

area to assess the probability that PONV will occur.8,12,14 

Apfel et al compared the validity of six models for PONV risk 

assessment.12 The clinical usefulness of the tool was related 

to the ease of use and correlation between the expected and 

actual rates of PONV.20 Kapoor et al compared two protocols 

for risk assessment of PONV and found no difference in 

the outcomes of the two groups.25 The three tools that are 

often cited in the literature are the ASPAN algorithm tools, 

Apfel simplified risk assessment tool, and Koivuranta’s risk 

score.2,12,20 Each tool first identifies risk factors, weighs the 

strength of the risk factor, and suggests the number of mul-

timodal interventions that must be completed to suppress 

PONV. These instruments are copyrighted and have been 

validated as clinically useful tools. Each tool recommends 

no interventions for PONV prevention for patients who are 

found to be low risk. Moderate risk should guide the clinician 

to choose a single intervention to prevent PONV. The high-

risk group requires a multimodal interventional approach.14 

Surgical service lines in many institutions use a multimodal 

approach to the prevention and treatment of PONV based on 

a combination of preference and risk stratification.3

Clinical practice guidelines
There are clinical practice guidelines from many respected 

entities that also include assessment tools. Three that 

are often cited are from the Society for AMBulatory 

Anesthesia (SAMBA), ASPAN, and the ERAS Society.2,8,26,27 

Table 1 contains additional details specific to the ASPAN 

guidelines. The clinical guidelines have six common threads 

that are clinically relevant. The first common thought is that 

universal treatment for all patients receiving anesthesia is 

a costly and unnecessary intervention. The second is that 

PONV prophylaxis is indicated for patients who are high 

risk and that this risk should be identified before surgery. 

Third is that some identified PONV risk factors have more 

of a predictive value than others. Fourth is that the more risk 

factors a patient is found to have by history, the more aggres-

sive the multimodal approach should be. Fifth, if a patient 

has refractory PONV a different agent should be identified 

Table 1 Recommendations from the American Association of 
PeriAnesthesia Nurses guidelines for postoperative nausea and 
vomiting prophylaxis risk assessment tool

Stratify level of risk Types of 
prophylaxis 
interventions

Document and  
communicate patient  
risk factors to the  
anesthesiology and  
operative team

Low risk: no intervention
Moderate risk: one 
prophylaxis intervention 
Severe risk: two  
prophylaxis interventions 
very severe risk: three 
or more prophylaxis 
interventions

Anesthesia:  
considerations use  
of total intravenous  
anesthesia and  
regional blocks
Pharmacologic  
considerations,
acupressure,  
aromatherapy,  
increased hydration

Notes: information found within algorithm 1: preoperative management of 
patients.8,26,27

Used with permission of ASPAN. American Society of PeriAnesthesia Nurses 
PONv/PDNv Strategic work Team. ASPAN’S evidence-based clinical practice 
guideline for the prevention and/or management of PONv/PDNv. J Perianesth Nurs. 
2006;21(4):230–250.2
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for pharmacological rescue. The final thread within each 

guideline acknowledges that alternate treatments such as acu-

puncture, aromatherapy, and herbal therapies have also been 

demonstrated to be effective in some patient populations.

Most PONV research studies are specifically designed to 

test the effects of a single type of treatment compared with 

another therapy.7,11,15 The cost or effectiveness of different 

multimodal protocols has not been quantified by large-scale 

studies. There are several studies that isolate a particular sur-

gical case type and that have used a multimodal approach to 

affect the overall incidence. There is no simple linear formula 

for interventions that lead to overall PONV suppression.

Antiemetic options
There are different levels of evidence that support the 

use of the following four primary types of interventions: 

pharmacologic methods; aromatherapy; herbal products; 

and acupressure and acupuncture in PONV. Timing of these 

interventions and matching the intervention to patient prefer-

ence are also vital.3

Pharmacologic methods
No single medication classification has superior efficacy 

over another. Kranke et al14 use the following guideline for 

decision-making with the efficacy of these medications: when 

giving a single medication agent, the relative risk reduction 

is approximately 30%.

There are nine pharmacological classifications of medi-

cations that assist the clinician with management of PONV: 

phenothiazines; antihistamines; prokinetic agents; serotonin 

type 3 receptor antagonists; neurokinin type 1 receptor 

antagonists; dronabinol, anticholinergic medications; corti-

costeroids; and selected mu two-site blockers.

The mechanism of action of phenothiazines is to block the 

dopamine 2 receptor sites in the CTZ. Decreased dopamine 

in the central nervous system promotes sedation, diminishes 

the sensation of nausea, and decreases the rate of vomiting. 

This medication classification is primarily used for its antip-

sychotic activity in dopamine-altered mental illness.28,29 It 

can lead to adverse effects, especially in the elderly, caus-

ing memory impairment and hallucinations. Phenothiazines 

are not typically first-line drugs for PONV but are used in 

the emergency room to treat migraine headaches and virus-

induced nausea and vomiting.

Antihistamines work to block the histamine sites within 

the CTZ and also produce anticholinergic actions of dry 

mouth, tachycardia, and delayed gastric emptying. 28,29 This 

medication classification is promoted as having the greatest 

efficacy in patients who have motion sickness. Timing of 

administration is most optimal when administered preopera-

tively 1–2 hours before the triggering episode.3,28,29

Prokinetic agents work through antagonizing dopamine 

and increasing the release of acetylcholine. This medication 

classification works best with patients with diabetes and 

to blunt the adverse effects of mu activation of opioids.27,28 

There is no dosing recommendation for the optimal timing 

of this medication.

Serotonin type 3 receptor antagonists are antagonists to 

serotonin receptors in the CTZ and work best when admin-

istered before induction or before the reversal of anesthetic 

agents.

Neurokinin type 1 receptor antagonists block these recep-

tor sites in the medulla. This medication classification is used 

only with refractory PONV and is a rescue medication for 

chemotherapy-induced vomiting.28,29

Marinol® is the chemically active portion of the marijuana 

plant and is used as a medication for nausea and vomiting. 

The mechanism of action is not known. Marinol® has not 

been studied for its efficacy in PONV.28,29

Anticholinergic medications target the vestibular com-

ponent of PONV. This medication classification is directed 

toward the acetylcholine receptors that innervate the ves-

tibular input to the CTZ. Scopolamine is the medication in 

this classification that is most heavily used for patients with 

a history of motion sickness,28,29 and can be dispensed in a 

transcutaneous patch. This delivery method is slow release, 

and the patch can be left in place in the postoperative period. 

If the patient is particularly motion-sensitive, this treatment 

may aid in the reduction of PONV associated with ambulation 

in the postoperative phase.6,27–29 The slow release of the anti-

cholinergic medication necessitates that the patch be placed 

before surgery. It can be removed if the patient has difficultly 

with a persistent dry mouth or voiding after surgery.

Corticosteroids blunt the cortical response of anticipatory 

vomiting and block prostaglandin activity both centrally and 

peripherally. However, the specific mechanisms of action of 

corticosteroids are unknown.6,27,29 Corticosteroids are indi-

cated for patients with the highest risk for PONV. The ERAS 

clinical practice guidelines advocate the use of corticosteroids 

to prevent PONV.27,30 In addition, three large studies have 

demonstrated a statistically significant difference in PONV 

treated with steroids versus PONV treated with placebo.6

Finally, selected mu two-site blockers block the gas-

troparesis induced by opioid use during the intraoperative 

and postoperative courses. These medications are indi-

cated particularly for colon and rectal surgery case types. 
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Many institutions have pharmacists who monitor and recom-

mend the dosing and timing of mu receptor medications.31

Aromatherapy
The olfactory sense (cranial nerve I) can stimulate the CTZ. 

If this sensory nerve can be stimulated by the inhalation of 

aromas, the sensation of PONV is blunted. Because isopropyl 

alcohol packets are readily available in the surgical setting, 

nurses working in the operative and postoperative settings 

often use this therapy.17,18,32 Essential oils of peppermint and 

lavender are also reported as being an adjunct to other treat-

ments to reduce PONV.33,34 Aromatherapy may distract the 

patient from fixation on the sensation of nausea and vomiting, 

as changing focus assists the patient in not attending to the 

triggers of PONV.2 The Cochrane Collaboration summarizes 

that the currently available research studies do not produce 

evidence to support the use of aromatherapy in PONV.35 

However, in clinical practice, aromatherapy is an inexpensive 

intervention and has anecdotal support among clinicians.

The sense of smell is variable in each person, and some 

smells can be associated with allergies and traumatic emo-

tional experiences. If a practitioner uses aromatherapy, it 

is vital to collect data on a patient’s ability to smell, past 

experiences, and tolerance of the agents used.17,18

There also are commercially available aromatherapy 

products that have not been used in large-scale studies.34

Herbal products
Ginger is an herbal product that is often recommended for 

the treatment of nausea and vomiting. Ginger is used in 

some carbonated beverages and is often recommended by 

case report to blunt the sensation of nausea. The theory on 

the mechanism of action of ginger is that it works by reduc-

ing activation of the serotonin sites in the central nervous 

system and gastrointestinal system.36 However, ginger is 

also noted to prolong bleeding times by affecting platelet 

function. Because of this action on platelet aggregations, 

some anesthesia providers believe that ginger is contraindi-

cated in PONV treatment. Patients with diabetes have also 

been noted as having potentiation of antidiabetic medications 

with ginger, leading to hypo- and hyperglycemic responses. 

Morin et al reported that treatment with ginger was not an 

effective therapy in PONV.37 A current systematic review 

by Ding et al reports that ginger is a safe and effective treat-

ment for pregnancy-induced nausea and vomiting.38 At the 

conclusion of this study, however, these nurse-midwives 

express concern about three persistent questions about the 

use of ginger: what is the maximal dosage that is safe for the 

mother–child dyad? What is the effect of potential drug–herb 

interactions? Are there rescue strategies and consequences 

of ginger overdosage?

Acupressure and acupuncture
Acupressure and acupuncture are the most widely researched 

complementary treatments for PONV. The area for acupres-

sure is located in the wrist and is described as the P6 meridian. 

There are different methods to perform acupressure, both 

noninvasive and invasive. Noninvasive methods are manual 

pressure, use of a peripheral nerve stimulator with train of 

four, and placing a wristband with a compressive device over 

the P6 site. Invasive methods are the use of needles in the 

peripheral nerve. The Cochrane Collaboration systematic 

review looked at more than 40 studies that used acupres-

sure as an adjunct to management of PONV.39 The executive 

summary stated that after examining the evidence, there was 

a statistically significant decrease in rates of PONV using 

acupressure.39 One study on cardiovascular surgical patients 

found not only that the incidence of PONV decreased in the 

treatment group but also that the effects extended to 48 hours 

into the postoperative phase.40

Effect on patient management  
and healthcare resources
PONV affects healthcare costs in four ways: PONV can result 

in an unexpected hospitalization of an ambulatory surgery 

patient; can prolong the time needed for patient monitoring 

in the postanesthesia area and critical care unit; may increase 

the overall hospital stay for a surgical patient; and may delay 

the recovery of the patient who experienced a PONV-induced 

delay in returning to work and in resumption of normal activi-

ties of daily living.14,15

There is consensus that PONV prophylaxis is needed and 

that it must be cost-effective, particularly in patients who 

have multiple risk factors. Dzwonczyk et al report that “the 

cost of PONV prophylaxis is economically beneficial for the 

hospital when weighed against the expenses generated by 

treating patients returning to the hospital with PONV.”15 Each 

episode of vomiting extends time needs in postanesthesia 

recovery by about 30 minutes.2,5

Multimodal bundling of PONv  
interventions
Changes in practice can be suggested by evidence 

from clinical practice or mandated by regulations and 

reimbursement.15 PONV rates are often internally reviewed 

in hospitals but are not published on websites or listed on 
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consent documents. The question then becomes what the 

motivators and obstacles are for clinicians to implement 

specific interventions. Patient perceptions with healthcare 

quality are routinely measured in the Hospital Care Quality 

Information from the Consumer Perspective survey,41 which 

is linked to Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement. Three 

of the survey question areas could link back to PONV rates. 

The first area is the two questions in which the patient is 

asked, “during this hospital stay, how often did nurses listen 

carefully to you?”41 The same question is also asked with the 

word “doctors” used as the subject. The next area is three 

questions specific to pain, asking whether the patient’s pain 

was controlled and whether the hospital staff did everything 

they could to help the patient with pain. The final perception 

question that could also link to PONV rates is the question 

on medication adverse effects, as PONV is considered an 

adverse effect of anesthesia.41 The patient perception sur-

veys are bottom-line motivators for PONV in the hospital 

environment.

One of the most commonly discussed obstacles to 

improvement in healthcare outcomes is interdisciplinary 

communication,42 and communication is cited as the most 

frequent cause of problems in the clinical care process.42 

There are multiple healthcare providers involved with assess-

ment, monitoring, and prevention of PONV, each with their 

own viewpoint. At this time, in each area in which anes-

thesia care is provided, each interdisciplinary group choses 

their own protocols, champions, and processes to outline an 

approach to combat PONV. The level of engagement within 

each discipline and the monitoring of the outcome are vari-

ables cited as producing optimal outcomes.42 An example 

of an interdisciplinary protocol that has been recently pub-

lished is Myklejord et al, in which the authors describe a 

5% decrease in PONV in their surgical patient population.43 

These results occurred after the authors’ institution developed 

a framework of interventions that were triggered to manage 

preoperative antiemetic prophylaxis. The patients who had 

three or more risk factors for PONV remained refractory to 

outlined interventions.43

Bundling of interventions for other clinical problems 

is in widespread use for surgical improvement projects. 

Bundling is a method of clinical problem solving intended 

to exponentially improve outcomes, as interventions that are 

clustered interrupt an undesired outcome at multiple sites in 
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Figure 1 Mechanism and neurotransmitter system of PONv.
Note: Used with permission of elsevier. Silva AC, O’Ryan F, Poor DB. Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONv) after orthognathic surgery: a retrospective study and 
literature review. J Oral Maxillofac Surg. 2006;64(9):1385–1397.19
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the healthcare process. An example of bundled interventions 

is the 100,000 Lives Campaign’s six practices, one of which 

was to prevent surgical site infections.44 Embedded within 

the campaign’s consensus guidelines are algorithms that 

recommend matching the assessed risk with increasing num-

bers of multimodal interventions. Implementation of these 

bundles of interventions is intended to save lives; however, 

the outcomes of preventing death are hard to quantify, and 

the actual improved outcomes and decreased mortality rate 

are hard to link as cause and effect.44

Each of the guidelines by ASPAN, SAMBA, and the 

ERAS Society, provide a framework of tools to identify high-

risk patients and a series of bundled interventions that have 

evidence to support their use in the perioperative/perianesthe-

sia setting. Apfel et al’s current systematic review is an excel-

lent example of determining the power of each risk factor for 

triggering PONV.12 The largest gap in the current research 

literature is in qualitative and quantitative data that delineate 

the most effective interventions to prevent PONV.

Genetics
Pharmacogenomics is a new discipline of study that links 

genetics and the process of drug absorption, distribution, 

metabolism, and excretion in the body. Genetics is heralded 

as the future of individualized interventions for disease.45 As 

Candiotti succinctly stated in the title of his article, anesthesia 

and genetics are not ready for prime time.46 At this time, the 

best methods for studying the links between genetics, drugs, 

and diseases are still unfolding. The rationale for using PONV 

as an object of genetic research is because PONV has been 

noted in patient histories to be familial.

Janicki’s study gives evidence of the potential association 

of genetics within patients with severe nausea and vomiting.21 

As receptor sites are important in drug metabolism, and these 

sites are genetically determined, several studies have been 

conducted during the last decade. This author identified 

genetic studies that have been undertaken by seven additional 

researchers specific to a particular medication’s effect and the 

genetic variations of a receptor.46–52 However, until genetics 

can assist the clinician with optimal interventions to match 

with the patient’s PONV clinical presentation, the research 

lacks clinical efficacy.

Conclusion
PONV continues to be a persistent problem after general 

anesthesia. Practicing clinicians should examine the different 

clinical practice guidelines available that have a goodness 

of fit for their patient populations. Consistent assessment of 

patients to identify those who have high risk is a prudent 

strategy. Designing a plan of care specific to each patient’s 

assessment and then tailoring the interventions to achieve 

the best outcome requires a multimodal approach of all of 

the care providers in the perioperative setting. The highest-

risk patients need a combination of interventions with dif-

ferent medication classifications to suppress PONV. Most 

guidelines recommend the practice of bundling interventions 

for PONV. Using two different medication classifications 

and adding complementary therapies is discussed in many 

clinical practice guidelines. The greatest area of promise 

in this area of research is the identification of the genetic 

variables that predispose patients to a greater risk for PONV. 

Pharmacogenomics gives the clinician hope that one day, 

identification of tailored anesthesia prescriptions and anti-

emetic protocols will be possible.
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